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NEWSLETTER
Product of the Month

ecoCORK
£7.50 per bag (14kg)
normal price £8.60
April 2015 only. Prices exclude VAT and carriage

ecoCORK at ecobuild
We have done many restoration and
conservation jobs, but applying ecoCORK to a
straw bale cabin on wheels is a first even for us!
But Dan, our intrepid plaster (seen here with his
back to us, laying on with a trowel) produced a
fantastic finish - smooth with beautiful rounded
edges, in keeping with the very organic feel of
the enterprise.
The straw bale cabin was the work of Straw
Works (www.strawworks.co.uk) and we were
pleased to add our ecoCORK render to it.
ecoCORK is an innovative product developed in Portugal
as a insulating lime render. People looking to resolve the
issue of insulation versus conservation in their restoration
project can find in ecoCORK a great option for delivering
insulation to their walls, externally or internally, while
maintaining the benefits of the breathability and
flexibility of a traditional lime mortar.
Additionally, the light weight of ecoCORK in comparison
to that of traditional lime mortar is of considerable benefit to substrates such as straw or cob.
We can thank the worldwide adoption of screw tops for our wines for the availability of cork for
insulating building products. Of course we can also get to the wine faster…
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Regency Plaster in colour

Check out our
product pages on
our website
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We have been supplying our super fine regency plaster in
white for many years, but due to customer demand, we have
now started supplying it
in colour. Search for
“coloured regency’ on
our website for more
information and a colour
chart.
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Here at Mike Wye & Associates, we are passionate about
advice. We have been in this business for over 20 years, and we
bring all that considerable experience of actually using the
products we sell to bear in giving the best advice we can to our
clients.
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It’s all about advice, really
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This is what rose looks
like

It’s very important to us that our products are used
successfully, and we work hard to make sure that our
customers, new or existing, get the information they need to
achieve the results they are looking for.
This philosophy extends to our websites, where we work really
hard to make the correct information available to our
customers. Not everyone knows that we have three sites
currently, each containing a wealth of useful information about
our products:
www.mikewye.co.uk - our main site
www.naturalhydrauliclime.net - lots of information
about types of lime and useful data sheets and application
guides

Now with new colours!
You might think that we
are all about lime building
products. And we are, but
not only that. Over the
years we have found the
best products over a
range of categories and
you can see them on our
website

www.limecrete.net - lime floors
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